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Nordkapp Noblesse 790

  

 GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS   

 

 

Length Over All   8,30 m

Total Width   2,55 m

Platform   0,55 m

Maximum Allowed Engine   400 KS

Recommended Engine   300 KS

Weight   1750 kg

Maximum Number of Passengers   8

Engine Shaft   XL

 

  

 STANDARD EQUIPMENT   

 

 

Bow ladder

Bow navigation lights

Bow railings

Compass

Ceiling cabin lighting

Cockpit table

Cabin mirror

Cabin sliding doors

Complete gray X - floor
Complete camper canopy
Cabin windows

Cockpit floor lighting

Chemical toilet

Complete cushions in cabin and cockpit

Electrical installation

Electric bilge pump

Folding table next to the passenger seat

Flagstaff

Fresh water installation with tank
Fire extinguisher

Fuel tank 300 liters
Glass holders in cockpit

Leather steering wheel
Manual bilge pump

Navigation light on the mast

Right windshield wiper

Small gas oven

Switch box

Stern ladder

Sink in the cockpit

Stern shower

Skippers footrest

Skippers seat with adjustable pedestal
USB socket on right side

BASIC MODEL PRICE .................... 55.214,00 € (416.009,88 HRK)

VAT is not included into the price. Transport is included in listed prices. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. Tecaj 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

Product photos are illustrative, and do not always have to correspond in all details to the products that are the subject of the offer.
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 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
  

 

 

4 speakers 6 inch 260 W   352 € (2.652,14 HRK) 

Additional warm air outlet next to

skipper

  92 € (693,17 HRK) 

Antifouling   800 € (6.027,60 HRK) 

Aft anchor bracket system   265 € (1.996,64 HRK) 

Bow thruster   2453 € (18.482,13 HRK) 

Electric winch on bow with chain   2751 € (20.727,41 HRK) 

Electric refrigerator   1180 € (8.890,71 HRK) 

Electric aft anchor winch with rope   3014 € (22.708,98 HRK) 

Electric toilet   1960 € (14.767,62 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions   820 € (6.178,29 HRK) 

Fusion XXL package without DAB   1925 € (14.503,91 HRK) 

Front sunbed cushions - Macadamia

Storm

  820 € (6.178,29 HRK) 

Garmin 1222 XSV   2520 € (18.986,94 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury

with servo

  1551 € (11.686,01 HRK) 

Hydraulic cylinder Seastar - set   615 € (4.633,72 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury

with tilt

  1300 € (9.794,85 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury -

twin engines

  2181 € (16.432,74 HRK) 

Hydraulic system Seastar - without

cylinder

  749 € (5.643,34 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury -

Verado with

servo and tilt 

  1623 € (12.228,49 HRK) 

Hydraulic steering system Mercury   1212 € (9.131,81 HRK) 

Harbour canopy - White   612 € (4.611,11 HRK) 

Harbour canopy - Black   600 € (4.520,70 HRK) 

Mercury prerigging for twin engines   3973 € (29.934,57 HRK) 

Mercury prerigging   2884 € (21.729,50 HRK) 

Natural teak flooring   1370 € (10.322,27 HRK) 

Navigation Garmin 7412 XSV   3247 € (24.464,52 HRK) 

Navigation Garmin 7410 XSV   2209 € (16.643,71 HRK) 

Navigation 922 XS   1403 € (10.570,90 HRK) 

Nordkapp decorative cushions (2 pcs)   118 € (889,07 HRK) 

Radio Fusion Apollo RA 770   1020 € (7.685,19 HRK) 

Radio Bluetooth Fusion RA 70   510 € (3.842,60 HRK) 

Shore power 220 V   1479 € (11.143,53 HRK) 

Skippers seat pedestal with

suspension

  464 € (3.496,01 HRK) 

Septic outlet on deck   420 € (3.164,49 HRK) 

Transom transducer   193 € (1.454,16 HRK) 

Trough hull transducer Garmin

GT15M-IH

  265 € (1.996,64 HRK) 

Trim tabs with automatic control   1515 € (11.414,77 HRK) 

Temperature sensor Airmars T80   263 € (1.981,57 HRK) 

Twin engine preparation   76 € (572,62 HRK) 

Upholstery - Macadamia Storm   At request 

Wireless remote control for electric

winch and

bow thruster 

  457 € (3.443,27 HRK) 

Webasto heating AT 2000   2496 € (18.806,11 HRK) 

Zip wake trim tabs   1985 € (14.955,98 HRK) 

 

  

 BOAT DESCRIPTION
  

 

 

Noblesse 790 is popular model which provides soft ride and gives options for engines from 1x200 or 2x200 HP.

Noblesse 790 has many details like cockpit table with custom storage and option of using it partly or both sides. The wide sunbed is ideal for

VAT is not included into the price. Transport is included in listed prices. We reserve the right to modify the specifications of our models without prior notice. Tecaj 1 EUR = 7.53450 HRK

Product photos are illustrative, and do not always have to correspond in all details to the products that are the subject of the offer.
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sunbathing and dashboard uses new technology.

Noblesse 790 provides maximum visibility with fine windows. Cabin has handy solution for toilet and possibility to turn into large bed.

Noblesse 790 has large platform enough for water activities, fishing and mooring.  

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

Vitam Agere d.o.o. is authorized dealer for Nordkapp and Sting boats      
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